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The trip ahead of us
1. How do phoneticians define voice?

- first some basics about our vocal tract
+ broad & narrow definitions of voice as we go along

2. Phonation types (and their functions)
1. What can phonatory variation signal? 
2. Basic phonation types
3. Modal voice
4. Creaky voice
5. Breathy voice
6. Falsetto
7. Whisper/y voice
8. Harsh voice

3. Analysing phonatory variation in phonetics
1. Acoustic methods
2. Oral and nasal endoscopy
3. EPG
4. EGG
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1.1. Vocal 
tract basics

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tract.svg2



1. Vocal tract basics
• Vocal folds themselves very complex: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsFtDdd3emE&list=PL7M_32Kg9ajeaafPEb
QP05RlDQ4vjRLgk

• Let’s look at (part of) Míša’s larynx in motion
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsFtDdd3emE&list=PL7M_32Kg9ajeaafPEbQP05RlDQ4vjRLgk


1. Vocal tract basics
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2. Phonation types
&

their functions

https://www.webtechpulse.com/tips-to-improve-voice-control-for-business-presentations/



2.1. What can phonatory variation signal?
• contrastive purposes (traditional linguistics)

• consonantal contrasts: /p, t, k/ vs /b, d, g/: pit vs bit
• vocalic contrasts: breathy vs creaky vs modal vowels

• conversation structure
• e.g. end of a turn

• social functions (sociolinguistics)
• ethnicity, class, region, (social) age, gender, sexual orientation, femininity, masculinity…
• stance taking (e.g. portraying oneself as sincere & vulnerable, or a diva persona)
• negotiating interpersonal relationships (dominance-submissiveness, physical attraction, warmth, 

charisma)

• paralinguistic functions
• mood/emotion (e.g. boredom, anger, fear, excitement)

• biological reasons
• (biological) age
• sexual dimorphism (hormones)
• smoking & laryngeal cancer
• colds
• alcohol consumption
• pathologies 6



2.2. Basic phonation types
• six basic phonation types

• modal voice (neutral voice)
• breathy voice
• whisper
• harsh voice
• creaky voice (vocal fry)
• falsetto

example = Czech malina “raspberry” 

• there are more, sometimes combining glottal and supraglottal
• e.g. whispery-creak, lax-creak, tense, lax (Gobl & Ní Chasaide 2003) 
• other 

• terminology often messy across & within areas
• various classifications as well
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2.2. Basic phonation types



2.3. Modal voice
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2.4. Creaky voice
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2.5. Breathy voice
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2.6. Falsetto
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2.7. Whisper
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2.8. Harsh voice
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2.8. Harsh voice



3. Analysing phonatory 
variation in phonetics

Husky voice!

(https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Attraction_Review-g189815-d3981336-Reviews-
Husky_Voice-Kiruna_Norrbotten_County.html)



3. Analysing phonatory variation:
overview of methods

• Impressionistic/auditory
• not necessarily accurate

• acoustic 
• more and less complex types
• depends on your purposes (and academic stage)
• not always certain if they reflect perceivable differences

• articulatory

• ALL of these have different pros and cons

• Many adopt an audiovisual analysis, some also combine this with acoustic 
analysis
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3.1. Acoustic methods

• visual inspection of spectrograms and waveforms

• but also more automated methods
• e.g. one study mentions over 100 measures to quantify variation in 

breathy and harsh voice (v. Ltoszek et al. 2018)
• this becomes rather complex
• many debates as to which measures to use and what these reflect exactly
• phonation is a complex phenomenon, so this is to be expected
• depends on your purposes
• VoiceSauce is a user friendly way to tackle automated measurements

• http://www.phonetics.ucla.edu/voicesauce/
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http://www.phonetics.ucla.edu/voicesauce/


3.1. Acoustic methods
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3.2. Oral and nasal endoscopy
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3.3. PGG (Photoglottography)
• used e.g. by Ní Chasaide 1985 (pre-aspiration)
• picture taken from Gerratt et al. (1991, 101)
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3.3. EGG (Electroglottography)
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Thank you 
& 

look after your larynx
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https://co.pinterest.com/pin/644296290421717369/?amp_client_id=CLI
ENT_ID(_)&mweb_unauth_id={{default.session}}&simplified=true



Good follow-up sources
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Esling, J. H., S.R. Moisik, A. Benner, and L. Crevier-Buchman 2019. Voice Quality. The Laryngeal Articulator Model. CUP: Cambridge. VERY 
advanced, but reflects the state of art & was awarded a prize for a significant contribution to linguistics: 
https://www.linguisticsociety.org/news/2020/12/14/lsa-announces-awards

Esposito, C., and S. ud Dowla Khan. 2020. “The cross-linguistic patterns of phonation types.” Language and Linguistics Compass 14: e12392.

Laver, J. 2009. The Phonetic Description of Voice Quality. CUP: Cambridge. Very accessible.

Mendoza-Denton, N. 2011. “The semiotic hitchhiker’s guide to creaky voice: circulation and gendered hardcore inn a Chicana/o gang
persona.” Journal of Linguistic Anthropology 21, 2: 261-289. Also very accessible.

Podesva, R. J., and P. Callier. 2015. “Voice quality and identity.” Annual Review of Applied Linguistics 35: 173-194. A good overview aimed at
sociolinguists. Fairly accessible!

If you want more or anything more specific, give me a hoot – there’s oceans of literature out there.
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